
Zero To Sales 
In 10 Minutes A Day

No List, No Website,
No Problem!! 
By: Renee Hribar

Step 1



Step One

DO THIS NOW...(after you watch the video of course)

1. Pick one day a week to post and one place to post 
Choose your favorite engaged Facebook group where you have been
engaging, answering questions and commenting for at least a week.
It could even be YOUR own Facebook group where you are the
admin. 

2. Create your post. 
You do not need to have professional photos (or even Canva) you
just need to know your industry and what makes people stop, look
and listen (isn’t there a song about that? Just kidding FOCUS). 

In fact, often the less “styled” the post looks, the more engagement it
gets (in my personal experience with my clients). 

Post 1: Something that is teaching something valuable. 
EXAMPLE 

 “Who here uses Pinterest? I just got off a pretty amazing client call
and I wanted to share with you 3 steps to using Pinterest to gain
Leads that turn into Sales. 

1 - 2 - 3. (insert tips here) 

Are you on Pinterest? (share your Pinterest account below!)” 



Post 2: An eyebrow-raising, statistic-drenched statement. 

EXAMPLE: 

As reported by the CDC dot GOV 
“Childhood Diabetes is at an all time high in our nation.” in a meme
you create (could just be words, no pictures - keep it simple) 

Then ask one easy-to-answer (like with a yes or no) question or Tell
them to type YES if they agree: 

“Type YES in the comments if you agree, something has to be done!” 

             Example Post                             Canva even encourages this!

Step One - Continued

DO THIS NOW...(after you watch the video of course)



Post 3: A POLL 

It does not have to be an official poll using the native tool inside of
Facebook Groups. This means you could also do this on Instagram
or any other social platform. 

EXAMPLE: 
TEXT + Image (especially if your business is very image driven)….say
something that can be answered by typing A B or C: 

A choice 
B choice 
C choice 

TYPE your answer in the comments 

Step One - Continued

DO THIS NOW...(after you watch the video of course)

Examples



3. Message a THANK YOU + 1 Easy to answer question to each
person who engages with the post. 

For example: 

“Thank you _____ for liking my post in _____ group yesterday! It’s
something I work with my clients on all.of.the.time. 
Do you like the group so far?” 

*It has to be short, sweet and easy to respond to. 
Remember, they do not really know you yet! 

Once you've done this step, jump to the next video! 
You can access it here: 

http://reneehribar.com/zero-to-sales

Step One - Continued

DO THIS NOW...(after you watch the video of course)

http://reneehribar.com/zero-to-sales

